
 MATH720 Lecture 3

1 TransitiveHamiltonianactions

2 Deformation quantization
Refs Cds Sec22 CG Sec 1.3

1 In Lee 2 we have introducedsymplecticforms on

coadjoint orbits making them into symplecticmanifolds w

transitive Hamiltonian actions In this section we will
describe all transitive Hamiltonian actions

1 1 Covers

Here we introduce a slightlymoregeneral class of
symplecticmanifolds with transitive Hamiltonian actions the

equivariant covers of coadjointorbits
Let Gbe a liegroup K H its Lie subgroup So Atl is

a manifoldw a Gaction

Defin By a Gequivariant cover of Gltl we mean the

homogeneous space G ti
where H cH is a lie subgroup st



H H is discrete

Rem Let G be simply connectedWewrite ti for the
connected component of 1 in H Then it CA H H G ti
is theuniversal cover of GH in thesenseof Topology

Let it CIH GH be theprojection Thendat is iso Axel it
Assume Atl Gacot Then Wick is a Ginvariant

symplecticform on GH the composition GH atticsg
is a momentmap exercise

12 Classification of transitive Hamiltonianactions
Theorem Let M be a Poissonmanifold with a transitive
Hamiltonian action of a lie group G Then theimage ofthe
moment map ju M g is a single orbit Rj M imy is
an equivariant cover

Sketch ofproof
Steph Show M is symplectic Pm Tj Tmntmen
But dim It.msdimTum se t The surjectivity holds

A



because Pmduty 3mm defining condition of a comoment

map Tam Span 13mateg fromtransitivity

Step2 We need thefollowing properties ofLmgTym g
Exercise Assume SY is generalsymplectic w form W Then

A For neTmM dayu Wm 3mmill
2 imJuju loglgm cot gm geglgsu.me

3 Kerdmy TmGm skeworthogonal complement

Back to the transitive case Using 3 Gm G we see

that Juju IM g'tAlsobythe transitivity imy is a
singleorbit Tofinishtheproof is left as an exercise a

13 Orbitmethodas Correspondenceprinciple
The correspondenceprinciple states that
sending h e in a Quantummechanical system weget

a Classical mechanical system

Conversely we should be able to quantize some

Classical mechanical systems toget Quantum ones
I



One could also wish not true ingeneral that this

preserves symmetries And then this naturally leads to a

speculation that most symmetric classical systems the
Hamiltonian action on M is transitive shouldbe in

some kind of relationship ideally a bijection w most

symmetric quantum systems wheretherepresentation isirreducibleFor a simply connectednilpotent Liegroup theformer

only includes coadjoint orbits the stabilizers are connected

you cantry to prove this And so weget the Orbitmethod
For ssimplegroups there are nontrivial covers we ill

see this in a subsequent lecture And as we'll hopefully
see latertheyplay an important role in the theory

14 Algebraic setup
We aregoing to work with varieties insteadofmanifolds
and w algebraicgroups instead ofLiegroups If Gis
an algebraic group then every orbit of its algebraic
action is a locally closedsubvariety Moreover for an

algebraic
subgroup H G thegroup Hlti isfinite and



every equivariant cover is a variety Ceadjoint orbits

their covers are symplectic smooth varieties The complete

analog of the theorem in Sec 1.2 holds

2 Deformationquantization
QuantumMechanics is hard while ClassicalMechanics is

easy So takingquasiclassical limit converting Quantum

to Classical should be easy But this is not the

case it's not clear how to pass from a Hilbertspace
to a Poisson manifold Deformation quantizationpioneered

by Bayern Flato FrensdalLichnerewitz Sternheimer fixes

this by using a mere algebraic butalso more artificial

setup on the Quantum side Takingquasiclassical

limit is straightforwardwhilequantization becomes a

problem in Deformation theory In this class well

essentiallyuse the deformation formalism

2 1 Definitions

I
Let t be an indeterminate Apbe a 4th algebra



associative with unit Assume

n LaBetty t abeIt
2 t is not a zerodivisor inStp

By a Sttitty is commutative and one can introduce a
Poisson bracket on Stp http by

attsty b tf that tf
existsby o uniqueby 2

Exercise Showthat is well defined is a Poisson

bracket

Definition Let A be a Poisson algebra By itsdeformationquantization we mean apair ftp 4 where
Sty is as above4 moreover is complete4 separatedin

the h adictopology i.e thenatural homomorphism

H limesalting
is an isomorphism

a L is a Poissonalgebra isomorphism Sth h A

Rem Often we needto use a moregeneraldefinition

Suppose that I Let s t Lable sty ta best



Then we can define i 3 onSfhttp using L

Thedefinition of a deformation quantization extends to
this moregeneralsetting

Mest deformation quantizations we aregoing to consider

in this course arise from filteredquantizations

Definition Let A be a Poissonalgebra that in addition
is equipped with an algebragradingby Tse A Ai
St Leg s d for some de Theo i.e AiAj cAajd
ti j By a filteredquantization of A we mean a

pair HM where
St is an associative unital algebra equippedw

an ascending Mafia by The St Etsi
w Asitsjestsit Moreover we assume that degli s d
i.e AsiAs Steig d H i j In this case the

associatedgradedalgebra gr SteilAsia acquires a
degree d Poisson bracket

atStein 6 54j La6 Asijd i



check that this is indeed a Poisson bracket exercise
L gr f

t A is agradedPoissonalgebra isomorphism

In the next lecture we'll explain howtogetformal

quantizations from filtered ones

22 Examples of filteredquantizations
1 Let g be a finite dimensional Liealgebra Take ASlog
The defaultgrading satisfies the conditions ofthedefinitionw d d Consider the universal envelopingalgebra

Ug Thg xoxy yax xy xyeg
its universalproperty is that we have a natural

Lie algebra homomorphism g Ulog andanyLie algebra
homomorphism from g to an associativealgebra B

uniquely factors through Ulol inparticular arepresentationofg is the same thing as a representation

of Ulol The algebra Ulg is filteredby the degree
in g Ug si Span x tel xieg RCsk
Note that we have a natural homomorphism ofgraded

A



I
algebras Slg gr Ug

determined by x ext Vlogso

for xeg It's a homomorphism of Poisson algebras left
as exercise By the PBW PoincareBirkhoffWitt theorem

it's an isomorphism So Uloy is a filteredquantization
of Stoy


